Stanfords Borough Map of Ealing
Stanfords
Published 2010. Scale 1:9400. Size 91 x 141cm

In 2010 the Ordnance Survey released
a number of mapping data sets under
the term OS Open Data. The data was
made freely available to the public for
commercial and non-commercial use
without restriction. This gave

Stanfords an opportunity to produce
once again maps of its own and in the
case of the London Borough maps using
the OS Street View mapping.

Stanfords Borough Map of Haringey
Stanfords
Published 2010. Scale 1:7400. Size 91 x 136cm

In 2010 the Ordnance Survey released
a number of mapping data sets under
the term OS Open Data. The data was
made freely available to the public
for commercial and non-commercial
use without restriction. This gave
Stanfords an opportunity to produce
once again maps of its own and in the
case of the London Borough maps
using the OS Street View mapping.
These maps were produced by
laying a borough boundary map
onto Ordnance Survey Street View
mapping. The surrounding area of
the neighbouring boroughs was then
shown in greyscale to highlight the
borough area.
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Mapping modern London
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The human shape of London

The Great Wen grows

Benjamin D. Hennig
University of Sheffield

Cambridge University Map Library

This map of London is a so-called
gridded population cartogram giving
every person living in the city the
same amount of space. The map
transformation is based on an equally
distributed grid, in which each grid
cell is resized according to the total
number of people living in that area.
Smaller grid cells indicate fewer people
living there, while larger grid cells refer
to the same amount of space in the real
world, but with a much higher number
of people living there. In contrast to
a conventional map, in which areas
or distances are shown in the right
proportion, this map is an equal
population projection. The different
boroughs are coloured using a distinct
colour scheme to make the orientation
in the distorted map easier. Although
London is generally characterised by
a very high urban population density,
the grid pattern shows some significant
variation in the crowdedness between
the London boroughs, and even within
them. This is the human shape of
London, which gives us a slightly
more honest picture of what are the
most important features of the city:
The Londoners.
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Published as part of a series of maps
on water supply to the capital, this map,
using Rocques 1745 as a background.
It indicates the size of London in 1745,
1818, 1834, and 1857, showing that in
the sixteen years between 1818 and
1834 London doubled in size.
Comparison of this map with the John
Tallis map of 1861, suggests that the
recent spread of London in this map
is greatly exaggerated, possibly for
political purpose.
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Everything is mapped
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Jason Hawkes 6511

Night aerial view of the City of London,
looking down onto Bank, with the River
Thames and Tower Bridge on the right
hand side of the image.
Great night aerial work has only been
possible in the past two years with the
advent of new sensors giving fairly high
iso and very little noise. Combining this
with a mechanical gyro stabilized unit
its now possible to capture cities at night
in great detail. Shot from 1200ft leaning
out of a Eurocopter AS355 helicopter.
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Balloon view of Great Exhibition
Cambridge University Map Library

Hilltop views, or panoramas are one
of the oldest types of ‘map’. With the
coming of hot air ballooning, the birds
eye view made from drawings sketched
from tethered balloons, became popular.
This one dates to the time of the Great
Exhibition in May 1851. The details
indicate it was certainly put together
from direct, often minute, observation.
On the south side of Hyde Park there
is the newly erected Crystal Palace
which was to house the Great Exhibition
of that summer. Note that the ground
has been cleared for the construction
of part of Kings Cross station, while the
earlier Euston station, with its famous
arch can be seen to be completed.
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Bauerkellers embossed plan of London
Cambridge University Map Library
Maps.18.G.33

A fourteen-colour map, embossed,
laid on linen, segmented, and published
in a slipcase, by Ackermann and Co,
96 strand, London. This map is has
a graphic ‘look’ which belongs more to
the 20th than the 19th century. While
the embossing echoes that of today’s
tactile mapping. Its intention was less
to assist the visually impaired, than
to convey data without adding yet
another tone to the range used
already used.
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Traditionally, metro map schematics
adhere to rules first used in London
almost 80 years ago. Designers often
choose them unthinkingly without
considering what it is about them
that might help the user.
Fundamentally, these rules offer
a tool that in skilled hands permits
the simplification of a network,

Curvy underground map
by Maxwell J Roberts, 2009
© Maxwell J Roberts

turning the twists and turns of reality
into straight lines. Unfortunately,
many designers do not seem to
understand this, turning reality into an
uncomfortable mass of zigzags instead.
Reality has not been simplified, instead
the shape of the complexity has been
converted. The first map here is based
on just three angles (horizontal and
60 degree diagonals) and yet these

seem to suit London very well. There
are just six corners inside the Circle
Line, far fewer than if traditional angles
had been used instead. For people
who appreciate geometry, the neat
equilateral triangles in Central London
are particularly noticeable.

of networks may result in different
angles being suited to each one. Even
so, some complex systems seem to
defy simplification no matter what
angles are used, and for these, gentle
curves offer a way of smoothing away
the harsh zigzags that are characteristic
of so many maps. The map shown here
is not intended to be more geographically
correct, simply easier on the eye.

Designers should be alert to the
possibility that different properties

Many people appreciate its flowing
softness and sense of fun, geometric
purists hate its anarchy and lack of
order. Different people have diverging
aesthetic preferences that are
independent of the usability of a map.

is basically competent, different design
rules can all yield solutions that are
reasonably easy to use. For more
complex networks such as Paris, choice
of design rules can make a big difference
to usability.

For the London Underground, with
a relatively simple network, as long
as the implementation of the map

Hexalinear
underground map
by Maxwell J Roberts, 2009
© Maxwell J Roberts
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A different perspective
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Oblique aerial
Astrium GEO-Information Services
© Infoterra Ltd

Not all the aerial and satellite images
of London are taken looking straight
down, known as vertical images. In many
cases images are taken at an angle to
show more of the façade detail of
buildings. These are called oblique
imagers and have been used since the
First World War. London has had to
least two surveys of oblique images
covering most of the Capital since the
development of digital cameras. This
is a striking example showing the
London Eye which has become a tourist
landmark since it was built for the
millennium celebrations.
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